We propose new parallelizable block ILU (incomplete LU) factorization preconditioners for a nonsymmetric block-tridiagonal H-matrix. Theoretical properties of these block ILU preconditioners are compared with those of block ILU preconditioners for the corresponding comparison matrix. Numerical results of the BiCGSTAB using these block preconditioners are compared with those of the BiCGSTAB using a standard ILU factorization preconditioner to see the effectiveness of the block ILU preconditioners. Lastly, parallel computations of the block ILU preconditioners are carried out and evaluated on the Cray C90.
Introduction
The discretization of partial differential equations (PDEs) in 2D or 3D, by finite difference or finite element approximation, leads often to large sparse block-tridiagonal linear systems. In this paper, we consider the linear system of equations
where A ∈ R n×n is a large sparse nonsymmetric block-tridiagonal H-matrix blocked in the form
It is assumed that the diagonal blocks B i of A are square matrices with the same order. Since A is a large sparse matrix, direct solvers become prohibitively expensive because of the large amount of work and storage required. As an alternative, we usually consider nonstationary iterative methods such as the BCG [8] , GMRES [17] , CGS [18] , and BiCGSTAB [19] . Given an initial guess x 0 , these algorithms compute iteratively new approximations x k to the true solution x * = A −1 b. The iterate x k is accepted as a solution if the residual r k = b − Ax k satisfies r k / b (tolerance). In general, the convergence is not guaranteed or may be extremely slow. Hence, the original problem (1) must be transformed into a more tractable form. To do so, we consider an easily invertible matrix K called the preconditioning matrix or preconditioner and apply the iterative solvers either to the left preconditioned linear system K −1 Ax = K −1 b or to the right preconditioned linear system AK −1 y = b, where y = Kx. The preconditioner K should be chosen so that K −1 A or AK −1 is a good approximation to the identity matrix.
Since the ultimate goal of the preconditioned iterative methods is to reduce the total execution time, the computation of preconditioner K should be done in parallel. One of the powerful preconditioning methods in terms of reducing the number of iterations is the ILU (incomplete LU) factorization method which was first introduced by Varga [20] and studied by Meijerink and van der Vorst [13] . However, it is very difficult to parallelize the ILU factorization process because of the recursive nature of the computation. In order to make the ILU factorization method more suitable for vector computers and parallel architectures, the incomplete block LU factorizations for M-matrices using matrix blocks as basic entities were proposed in [2] [3] [4] 6] . The incomplete block LU factorizations require the approximate inverses of pivot blocks. However, the block incomplete Cholesky (IC) factorizations for a symmetric blocktridiagonal M-matrix which have been recently proposed by Yun [23] do not require the approximate inverses for pivot blocks and thus they can be computed in parallel based on matrix blocks. Similarly, the block ILU factorizations for a nonsymmetric block-tridiagonal M-matrix have been proposed by Yun and Kim [24] . The ILU factorizations for H-matrices were studied in [1, 7, 11, 12, 22] , and the incomplete block LU factorizations for H-matrices which also require the approximate inverses of pivot blocks were proposed in [10, 16] .
The purpose of this paper is to propose new parallelizable block ILU factorization preconditioners for a nonsymmetric block-tridiagonal H-matrix which extend the ideas for an M-matrix introduced by Yun [23] and Yun and Kim [24] . In Section 2, we review some basic properties of the ILU factorizations for H-matrices. In Section 3, we propose new parallelizable block ILU factorization preconditioners for a nonsymmetric block-tridiagonal H-matrix, and their theoretical properties are compared with those of block ILU preconditioners for its comparison matrix. In Section 4, we describe how to construct the effective block preconditioners for a special type of matrix which arises from five-point discretization of the second-order PDE. In Section 5, we present numerical results of the BiCGSTAB with the block ILU factorization preconditioners proposed in this paper, and their results are compared with those of the BiCGSTAB with a standard ILU factorization preconditioner. Also, parallel computations of the block ILU preconditioners are carried out and evaluated on the Cray C90. Lastly, some conclusions are drawn.
H-matrices and ILU factorization
For two matrices A = (a ij ) and B = (b ij ), A B denotes a ij b ij for all i and j, and A B denotes a ij b ij for all i and j. It can be easily shown that A B and C 0 implies AC BC and CA CB. Given a matrix A = (a ij ), we define the matrix |A| = (|a ij |). It follows that |A| 0 and that |AB| |A| |B| for any two matrices A and B of compatible size. For any two matrices A and B of the same size, the Hadamard matrix product A B is defined by a ij b ij , where a ij and b ij are the entries of A and B, respectively. Let diag(B) denote a diagonal matrix which is obtained by taking the diagonal part of a square matrix B. A matrix A = (a ij ) is an M-matrix if a ij 0 for all i / = j and A −1 0. The comparison matrix A = (α ij ) of a matrix A = (a ij ) is defined by
A matrix A is called an H-matrix if A is an M-matrix. H-matrices have been studied by many authors in connection to iterative solutions of linear systems [5, 14, 15] . Note that M-matrices and strictly or irreducibly diagonally dominant matrices are contained in the class of all H-matrices. Actually, an H-matrix A = (a ij ) may be equivalently characterized by being generalized strictly diagonally dominant [9] , i.e.,
where σ (A) denotes the spectrum of A, i.e., the set of all eigenvalues of A. It was shown in [21] that for n × n real matrices A and B,
It is well known that if A = K − N is a convergent splitting, then any stationary iterative method of the form
converges to the exact solution of Ax = b for every choice of x 0 [21] .
Then B is also an H-matrix.
be a matrix of order n, and let C = A B. If 0 b ij 1 for i / = j and b ii 1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, then C is also an H-matrix.
Proof. Since A is an H-matrix, there exists a positive vector x such that A x > 0. Thus, for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
Hence, C is an H-matrix. Thus, from Lemma 2.2, the block diagonal part of A is an H-matrix. In addition, we can easily show that each block A ii is an H-matrix. Part (b) is proved similarly.
A general algorithm for building ILU factorization can be derived by performing Gaussian elimination and dropping some of elements in predetermined off-diagonal positions. Let P n denote the set of all pairs of indices of off-diagonal matrix entries, i.e.,
Then, given any n × n matrix A = (a ij ) and any P ⊂ P n , the ILU factorization of A corresponding to P is as follows [13] .
is an elementary lower triangular matrix whose kth column is (0, 0, . . . ,
From Algorithm 1, we obtain A = LU − N, where L is a lower triangular matrix with unit diagonal elements and U is an upper triangular matrix. The following example illustrates how Algorithm 1 works out. Then, for k = 1,
for k = 2,
and for k = 3,
Thus, one obtains
The following theorem shows the existence of the ILU factorizations of H-matrices.
Theorem 2.5 [12] . Let A be an n × n H-matrix. Then, for every zero-pattern set P ⊂ P n , there exist a unit lower triangular matrix L = (l ij ), an upper triangular matrix
The factors L and U are unique. Lemma 2.6. The matrices L and U mentioned in Theorem 2.5 are also H-matrices.
Proof. It was shown in [12, Theorem 3.3] that the matrix U is an H-matrix. Thus, we will show that the matrix L is an H-matrix. Let L k , k = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1, be the elementary lower triangular matrix for the kth step defined in Algorithm 1. Since L = L −1 1 L −1 2 · · · L −1 n−2 L −1 n−1 , for every k = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1, the kth column of L is the same as that of L −1 k and thus the kth column of L is the same as that of L −1 k . Hence,
Since L is a unit lower triangular matrix whose off-diagonal elements are nonpositive, L is an M-matrix and hence L is an H-matrix.
Theorem 2.7 [12] . Let A be an n × n H-matrix. Let A = LU − N and A =LŨ − N be the ILU factorizations of A and A corresponding to a zero-pattern set P ⊂ P n , respectively. Let L k andL k be the elementary lower triangular matrices for the kth step defined by Algorithm 1 corresponding to A and A , respectively. Then each of the following holds:
be the ILU factorizations of A and A corresponding to a zero-pattern set P ⊂ P n , respectively. Let D = diag(U ) andD = diag(Ũ). Then each of the following holds:
Proof. For the proof of part (a), let L k andL k be the elementary lower triangular matrices for the kth step defined in Algorithm 1 corresponding to A and A , respectively. Observe that all diagonal components of both L −1 k and L k are 1 and every off-diagonal nonzero component of L −1 k is the opposite sign of the corresponding component of L k . This observation also holds forL −1 k . Hence, one obtains the following relations:
Using these properties, one obtains
Hence, |L| |L| was proved. SinceL is a unit lower triangular M-matrix, I −L = |L| − I . Thus, the following inequality completes the proof of part (a):
For the proof of part (b), let U = (u ij ) andŨ = (ũ ij ). Then, from Theorem 2.
Thus, the following inequality completes the proof of part (b):
Block ILU factorizations
We first consider block ILU factorization preconditioners for a nonsymmetric block-tridiagonal H-matrix of the simplest form
It is assumed that the diagonal blocks B 1 and B 2 of A are × square matrices.
Since A is an H-matrix, it follows from Lemma 2.3 that B 1 and B 2 are H-matrices.
From the ILU factorization process, we can find a unit lower triangular matrix L i , an upper triangular matrix U i , and a matrix R i such that B i = L i U i − R i is the ILU factorization of B i for each i = 1, 2, see Theorem 2.5. If A = K − N is a splitting of A and K is a matrix which is easily invertible, then K can be used as a preconditioner for nonstationary iterative methods. The effectiveness of the preconditioner K depends on how well K approximates A. 
If we let
then each of the following holds:
Proof. For the proof of part (a), we will show only that |L −1 β | L −1 β since the other property can be proved similarly. If we compute |L −1 β | andL −1 β , then
From Theorem 2.7(c), |L −1 i | L −1 i for i = 1, 2, and from Theorem 2.7(c) and (d),
Using parts (a), (b), and (c),
Since A and B i are M-matrices, part (e) was proved in [24] .
The following example shows that Theorem 3.1(e) does not hold for the H-matrix A. In other words, it is not true that
where B 1 , B 2 , C 1 , and E 1 are 2 × 2 square matrices. Since A is an M-matrix, A is an H-matrix. Let B 1 = L 1 U 1 and B 2 = L 2 U 2 be LU factorizations of B 1 and B 2 , respectively. Letting D 1 = diag(U 1 ), 
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that A is a nonsymmetric H-matrix of the form (3). Let
. Let A * = L * U * − R * and A * =L * Ũ * −R * be the ILU factorizations of A * and A * corresponding to a zero-pattern set P ⊂ P 2 respectively, where the zero-pattern set P contains all off-diagonal positions of (2, 2)-block component of A * (i.e., no fill-ins are allowed in the position of (2, 2)-block component of A * ) and P does not contain any nonzero positions of A * , 2 and˜ 2 in U * andŨ * are diagonal matrices,
Then each of the following holds:
Proof. Since |A * | |A| and every diagonal component of A is the same as that of A * , Lemma 2.1 implies that A * is also an H-matrix. From Lemma 2.8(a), |L * | |L * |. It follows that |F 1 | |F 1 |. SinceL * is an M-matrix,F 1 0 and thus |F 1 | F 1 . From Theorem 2.7(b),Ũ * U * and hence |G 1 | G 1 . Since R * = L * U * − A * andR * =L * Ũ * − A * , one obtains 
Proof. For the proof of part (a), if we compute inverse matrices of L γ andL γ , then 
From Theorem 2.7(d) and Lemma 3.3(b), part (b) holds. For the proof of part (c), if we compute R γ andR γ , then 
Thus, L γ and U γ in Theorem 3.4 reduce to L α and U α defined in Theorem 3.1, respectively. (ii) If all fill-ins are allowed in the (2, 1)-block and (1, 2)-block components of A * in Lemma 3.3, then
Thus, L γ and U γ in Theorem 3.4 reduce to L β and U β in Theorem 3.1, respectively.
Next, we consider block ILU factorization preconditioners for a nonsymmetric block-tridiagonal H-matrix of the general form (2) . For simplicity of exposition, let blockdiag(B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B m ) denote an m × m block-diagonal matrix whose blockdiagonal components are block submatrices B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B m , blocksuperdiag(C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C m−1 ) denote an m × m block-superdiagonal matrix whose block-superdiagonal components are block submatrices C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C m−1 , and blocksubdiag (E 1 , E 2 , . . . , E m−1 ) denote an m × m block-subdiagonal matrix whose block-subdiagonal components are block submatrices E 1 , E 2 , . . . , E m−1 . Generalization of Theorems 3.1 and 3.4 to an H-matrix of the form (2) is easy, so that the following theorem is described without proof. and
Notice that E i U −1 i and L −1 i C i required for the construction of L β and U β in Theorem 3.5 can be computed efficiently by carrying out the ILU factorization of A * i with all fill-ins allowed in the position of (2, 1)-block and (1, 2)-block components of A * i (see Lemma 3.3 and Remark 3.2).
Since L i 's and U i 's can be computed independently of one another, three types of the block ILU factorization preconditioners M α , M β and M γ presented in Theorem 3.5 can be computed in parallel. This inherent parallelism is a great advantage of the block ILU factorization preconditioners. In this paper, the right preconditioned BiCGSTAB is used to test the effectiveness of the block ILU preconditioners in Theorem 3.5. If A = K − N is a splitting of A, then the convergence rate of the right preconditioned iterative methods with the preconditioner K for solving Ax = b largely depends upon how small ρ(K −1 N) is.
Construction of Block ILU factorization preconditioners
The construction of three types of the block ILU factorization preconditioners presented in Theorem 3.5 will be considered in this section for a special type of H-matrix A whose structure is of the form (2) with B i 's tridiagonal matrices and C i 's and E i 's diagonal matrices. This type of matrix A arises from five-point discretization of the following elliptic second-order PDE:
with a(x, y) > 0, b(x, y) > 0, and f (x, y) 0 on a square region , and with suitable boundary conditions on N which denotes the boundary of . For simplicity, the block ILU preconditioners described in Theorem 3.5 were constructed based on the ILU factorizations of 1 × 1 block submatrices B i . These ideas can be generalized to the block ILU preconditioners based on the ILU factorizations of k × k block submatrices, which are from now on called k-block ILU factorization preconditioners.
We just describe how to construct 2-block ILU factorization preconditioners for 4 × 4 block-tridiagonal matrix A of the form (2) since these ideas can be easily extended to the construction of general k-block ILU preconditioners for m × m blocktridiagonal matrix of the form (2) . Let denote the order of submatrices B i , C i , and E i . First, A is partitioned into
Since A is assumed to be an H-matrix, from Lemma 2.3 B i 's are also H-matrices. It follows from Theorem 2.5 that the ILU factorization of B i exists. For each i = 1, 2, let B i = L ij U ij − R ij be the ILU factorization of B i and let D ij = diag(U ij ), where 0 j − 1, and the nonzero structures of L ij 's for = 7 are illustrated in Fig. 1 and the nonzero structures of U ij 's are the same as those of L T ij 's. If we let, for each 0 j − 1,
j are 2block ILU factorization preconditioners of types M α , M β , and M γ , respectively, where the superscript 2 is used to represent 2-block preconditioners. The nonzero structures of F 1j 's for = 7 are illustrated in Fig. 2 and the nonzero structures of G 1j 's are the same as those of F T 1j 's. From Figs. 1 and 2 , the nonzero structures of (L α ) 2 j , (L β ) 2 j , and (L γ ) 2 j for = 7 are illustrated in Figs. 3-5 , and the nonzero structures of (U α ) 2 j , (U β ) 2 j , and (U γ ) 2 j are the same as those of transposes of (L α ) 2 j , (L β ) 2 j , and (L γ ) 2 j , respectively. Fig. 4 , it can also be seen that (M β ) 2 j has much more fill-ins than other block preconditioners even if j is small. In the similar way as was done for 2-block preconditioners, k-block ILU preconditioners (M α ) k j , (M β ) k j , and (M γ ) k j can be easily constructed. Notice that (M α ) 1 j = (M α ) 1 0 and (M β ) 1 j = (M β ) 1 0 for all j = 0, 1, . . . , − 1 since B i 's are tridiagonal matrices and thus the complete LU factorizations of B i 's have no fill-in elements.
Numerical results
In this section, we provide numerical results of the BiCGSTAB using three different types of the k-block ILU factorization preconditioners (M α ) k j , (M β ) k j , and (M γ ) k j for solving Ax = b with the special type of matrix A described in Section 4. For each type of block preconditioner, numerical experiments are carried out for 0 j 2 and various values of k. To evaluate the effectiveness of the k-block ILU factorization preconditioners, we also provide numerical results of the BiCGSTAB using the standard ILU factorization preconditioner with 0 extra diagonals which is called ILU(0) preconditioner. In all cases, the BiCGSTAB was started with x 0 = 0 and it was stopped when r i 2 / b 2 < 10 −8 , where · 2 refers to L 2 -norm.
All numerical experiments have been carried out using 64-bit arithmetic and Unicos 10.0.0.5 operating system on the Cray C90 at the ETRI supercomputing center. The Cray C90 has 16 processors with a shared 4 GB of memory. For parallel runs the wall-clock time is measured using the Cray wall-clock timer TIMEF, and for serial runs the CPU time is measured using the Cray CPU timer SECOND. Prec in Tables 1-4 stands for preconditioner and N p in Table 4 denotes the number of processors to be used. All data presented in Tables 1 and 2 represent the number of iterations satisfying the stopping criterion mentioned above, and the data across the row I represent the number of iterations of the BiCGSTAB with no preconditioner. NC in Tables 1  and 2 indicates that the BiCGSTAB does not converge within 1000 iterations. All data presented in Table 3 represent CPU time for computing ILU(0), (M α ) k j , (M γ ) k j , and (M β ) k j preconditioners (listed in parentheses) and CPU time for the BiCGSTAB with these preconditioners. All data presented in Table 4 represent CPU time for serial computations of the k-block ILU preconditioners (listed in parentheses) and wall-clock time for parallel computations of these preconditioners. Notice that the block size k = m/N p is used on N p processors (m is assumed to be divisible by N p ). All CPU and wall-clock times are measured in seconds.
For all test problems, the unit square region = (0, 1) × (0, 1) and the Dirichlet boundary condition u(x, y) = 0 on N are used. Only the matrix A, which is constructed from five-point finite difference discretization of the given PDE, is of importance, so the right-hand side vector b is created artificially using b = A(1, 1, . . . , of order n = 128 × 128 and n = 240 × 240, where x and y refer to the mesh sizes in the x-direction and y-direction, respectively. We have used the same uniform meshes as in Example 5.1.
Example 5.3. We consider the following PDE:
− u + γ (xu x + yu y ) + βu = g.
We have used two uniform meshes of x = y = 1/129 with γ = 500 and β = 40, and x = y = 1/241 with γ = 700 and β = 140, which lead to two matrices of order n = 128 × 128 and n = 240 × 240, where x and y are defined the same as in Example 5.1.
Since the k-block ILU preconditioners (M β ) k j require much more storage and arithmetic than other types of k-block ILU preconditioners for small k, CPU time for constructing (M β ) k j and CPU time for the BiCGSTAB with this preconditioner are much larger than those for other types of k-block ILU preconditioners for small k (see Table 3 ). The k-block ILU preconditioners yield good convergence rate as compared with the ILU(0) preconditioner, and even for j = 0 there are many cases where the k-block preconditioners yield better convergence rate than the ILU(0) preconditioner (see Tables 1 and 2 ). Here, the convergence rate is measured by the number of iterations. Since all k-block ILU preconditioners can be computed in parallel, computing time for constructing these block preconditioners was significantly reduced on a computer with parallel environment (see Table 4 ).
Conclusions
We presented in this paper three types of block ILU factorization preconditioners which can be computed in parallel. However, the k-block ILU preconditioner (M β ) k j is not recommended for use unless k is large. Notice that the number of arithmetic operations for constructing the block ILU preconditioners grows as j becomes large. From our experiments, it is not recommended to use large value of j and the optimal value of j usually ranges from 1 to 3. Parallel computation of the block ILU preconditioners yielded a lot of performance gain on the Cray C90, so that overall computing time which is defined as computing time for constructing the block ILU preconditioner plus computing time for the BiCGSTAB with this preconditioner can be significantly reduced by computing the block ILU preconditioner in parallel (see Tables 3 and 4 ).
